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A short burst of electromagnetic energy that 
propagates into and · through a plasma medium can 
react 'tvi. th the plasma medium :i.n severs.~ d:i.i'.f'erent 
ways depending on both the characteristics of' the 
plasma and of' the pulse. This thesis derives approx-
imations f'or the plasma transf'er f'unction at low 
pressure (high altitude) and at high pressure (low 
altitude). The mechanisms that can change the shape 
o~ a wavef'or.m, in general, are dispersion and break-
down. 
ii 
Dispersive distortion at low altitude is shown to 
exist for electron concentrations well above the res-
onant concentration for plasma sheaths that are thin 
compared to one wavelength. Several methods are pre-
sented for determining the degree of' distortion that 
will occur. Mlcrowave pulse breakdown at low altitude 
can occur if the input energy rate of the pulse is high. 
The energy dissipated by the plasma during the pulse 
raises the plasma temperature and ambient electron con-
centration until the latter portion of' the pulse is 
seriously attenuated or blocked. A graphical method 
is derived for the solution of' this problem. 
Dispersive distortion at high altitude is 
significant only near the plasma resonant .frequency 
iii 
for thin sheaths. Over large distances, h.OvJ"GVer, 
dispersion can occur Hhere the electron concontra.tion 
1s t-re~l below res ona.noe, suoh as 1n the 1ono sphere. 
Examples o.f both types are considered herein. In the 
case of electron concentration being well above reson-
ance, no dispersion occurs (but it is extremely difficult 
to match the plasma in order to couple electromagnetic 
energy into it). 
High altitude breakdown is an avalanche electron 
build up effect. The altitude region that is most 
sensitive to breakdown occurs when there are enough 
particles available to sustain an avalanche reaction 
but the particles are spaced far enough apart that 
free electrons can gain sufficient energy to cause a 
high percentage of ionizing collisions. A method is 
presented for the solution of breakdown problems caused 
by pulses o.f RF energy. This solution is largely based 
on previous work as referenced in the thesis. Experi-
mental work done in this .field is presented. 
iv 
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I INTRODUCTION 
A body reentering the earth's atmosphere or 
traveling at high velocity through it. generates heat 
1 
through air ~riction and partially ionizes the surrouhd-
ing air. Other gaseous products are sometimes added 
because o~ vaporization of the surface of the body. 
The result is a thermally induced plasma which engul~s 
the vehicle. The plasma sheath is perhaps most w·idely 
known in connection with the Mercury and Gemini manned 
spacecra~t programs. In these programs a communica-
tions nblackout 11 was caused by .formation o~ severe 
plasma sheaths during descent .from about 300,000 to 
100,000 ~eet. It is not intended to directly relate 
the content o~ this thesis to problems associated 
with vehicles traveling at high velocity through the 




The altitude range in which the plasma sheath 
~orms is primarily a ~ction o~ the aerodynamic char-
acteristics o~ the vehicle. Mercury and Gemini type 
vehicles can be characterized as nblunt" bodies. That 
is, they have relatively small 1-Jeight to forward area 
ratios. Peak heating rates occur ~or this class of 
vehicle between 100,000 and 300,000 ~eet altitude. 
A 11 slonder 11 body, on · the other hand, may descend 
Hell belmv 100,000 f'eet before its kinetic energy is 
rapidly transformed to heat enersry. A very slender 
body has a theoretical peale heating rate at alt:Ltudes 
below sea level. 
TILe characteristics of the plasma sheath at high 
altitudes are quite different ~rom those at low alti-
tudes. For this reason, pulse distortion will be 
considered separately in each altitude region. The 
electromagnetic characteristics of the plasma sheath 
are a £'unction of four parameters: 
(a) electron concentration 
(b) gas collision frequency 
(c) plasma sheath thickness 
(d) electromagnetic wave frequency 
The first three parameters are, in turn, a £'unction 
oi' vehicle parameters such as shape, weight, outer 
wall material, velocity, altitude and angle of' attack. 
The principle effects that a plasma sheath can 
have on an electromagnetic signal are: 
(a) attenuation (absorption) 
(b) reflection (mismatch ) 
(c) radiation pattern changes 
(d) polarization effects 
( e ) waveform distortion 
2 
The phenomena to be considered in this thesis are 
those associated with (e) waveform distortion. As 
.. 
a matter of' interest, a short discussion of' the 
other ef'f'ects, (a) through (d) will be given in the 
following paragraphs. 
The degree to which an electromagnetic signal is 
absorbed while passing through a plasma sheath is 
dependent upon how effectively the electromagnetic 
energy can be transformed to other energy forms. Free 
electrons move in sympathy with the wave fields to the 
extent that they are not limited by collisions, nor by 
their own mobility. The primary energy transfer mech-
anism is the collision of' electrons with neutral par-
ticles. In other w·ords, dissipation of' an electromag-
netic wave propagating through a plasma sheath is a 
function of': 
3 
(a) the ~requency of' the electromagnetic sig-
nal which determines the efficiency with 
which free electrons can couple to the 
electromagnetic field, 
(b) the collision frequency of' electrons with 
neutral particles which raises the tem-
perature and/or the ionization level of' 
the to tal gas,· 
(c) the electron concentration which 
determines how many particles are avail-
able per unit volume to react with the 
:field. 
The conductivity and permittivity of' the plasma can be 
:formula ted in terms of' the parameters ( w , y , N) 1' 6. 
The intrinsic impedance of' the plasma medium can also 
be expressed in terms of' these parameters. Tne input 
impedance (at the plasma :front surface) also depends 
upon these parameters along with sheath thickness. 
r:r the plasma sheath has a non-uni:for.m electron 
4 
concentration through its thiclmess, but is homogen-
eous in cross section, a solution can be :found by 
dividing the plasma sheath into 11n 11 homogeneous layers, 
each being tt ~/n" thick. Reflection and transmission 
coefficients can then be calculated at all interfaces. 
Integration across the sheath may also be possible if' 
the profile ·is approximated by an analytical :function, 
however, :for a plasma sheath that is quite thin with 
respect to one quarter -vravelength, measured in the 
plasma medium, it is only the total number of' electrons 
that is important. The distribution or profile is not. 
The radiation pattern of' an antenna can be modi-
:fied significantly when placed in close proximity to 
a plasma sheath. In order to :find the pattern of' the 
source t...rhen covered by a plasma sheath, one must solve 
:J:.1aXt...rell t s equations f'or the modified source in terms 
of' the boundary conditions imposed by the plasma. In 
this mnnner it can be determined which propa8ation 
modes are possible. Also the amplitude and phase dis-
tribution across the aperture can be .f'ound, from which 
the radiation pattern can be determined. 
A lesser amount of' data, both analytical and 
experimental, appears to be available on polarization 
er.f'ects. It is apparent, however, that at angles of' 
incidence other than normal, the plasma medium will 
respond pre.f'erentially to a circularly polarized wave 
such that elliptical polarization results. Parallel 
polarization (electric vector in plane of' incidence) 
will always be transmitted better than perpendicular 
polarization, except at normal incidence, in which 
case they are equal.6 
The waveform distortion mechanisms, dispersion 
and breakdown, are related to the plasma non-linear 
.f'requency response and non-linear pm...rer response 
respectively. A plasma can have a wide range of' 
characteristics and the transfer f'unction is in 
general, di.f'f'erent f'or all spectral components of' the 
input vJave.f'orm. This type of' distortion is a result 
of' the .f'requency dispersion that occurs during propa-
5 
gation through the medium. Non-linear pow·er response 
is important only Hhen the energy absorbed by the 
plasma, .from the electromagnetic i .. rave, is su.ff'icient 
6 
to sie;ni.ficantly alter the characteristics of' the 
plasma media. ~1ere£ore this particular analysis 
applies only to transmitting antennas. At altitudes o~ 
100,000 to 300,000 .feet the term 11breakdownn is perhaps 
an appropriate ter.m for the rapid build-up in electron 
concentration caused by the electric .field. From sea 
level to 100,000 .feet, anon-linear pov.rer response 11 is 
more descriptive. Tl1.ese t"tvo altitude regions v.rill be 
treated separately since a different method of solu-
tion is appropriate for each case. 
7 . 
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II DISPERSIVE DISTO.R~J.liON IN A LOT:J ALTITUDE AIR PLASMA 
A. General 
A distortionless media is one in vJhich attenuation 
and velocity of propagation are independent of fre-
quency. TI~e only completely distortionless media is 
a perfect vacuum, but, many media are nearly distor-
tionless within wide frequency limits. Conversely, 
distortion Hill occur in a media in which attenuation 
and/or phase velocity ( ~ ) is frequency dependent in 
some manner. If velocity varies -vri th frequency, phase 
shift is a non-linear function of' frequency and the 
medium is referred to as dispersive. 
Any information carrying · signal varies in some 
manner 1.-.ri th time and, therefore, has an associated 
frequency spectrum which consists of more than a 
single sinusoid. A plasma medium viill, in general, 
operate differently on the different frequencies 
present in the information carrying signal. Some 
degree of waveform distortion will thus progressively 
occur as the signal propagates through the plasma 
medium. 
Several approaches 'l.vill be examined to find the 
output v-raveforrn, given the input waveform and basic 
8 
parameters o~ the plasma sheath ~rom which its transfer 
characteristics can be deter.mined. In all of the 
rollowing approaches the plasma will be represented by 
the equivalent circuit shown in Figure II-1 where 
Vl(j~) Qnd ~2 (jUJ) are the Fourier Transfo~ms o£ the 
input and output voltages respectively:~ and H(jw) 
represents the transfer function of the plasma. 
B. The Inverse Transform Method 
Finding the inverse Fourier transform of H( j oo)' 
V1 ( j w) appears to be a good method since H( j w) can 
readily be :round f'or the plasma (as will be shown) 
and the spectrum of' the input signal Vl(jU>) can be 
£ound. T.he output signal can then be deter.mined f'rom 
co j wt. in- f H (Jw) V 1 (Jw) e dw (II-1) 
-oo 
if' the integral can be evaluated. This method in theory 
can be used to analyze the ef'fects o£ any type modula-
tion placed on a carrier, but for illustration, con-
sider a single rectangular pulse. T.he spectrum is 
given by: 
• ( 2. 2. J w - w, ) (II-2) 
9 
F~~u.re TI-l 
Plasrnc:~ Sher..~th Tr~nsn1;ssion 




tv c is the carrier f'requency 
n is the nun1ber of RF cycles in the pulse 
1ne trans.fer £'unction of' tho plasma ra.ed5.um may 
be f'ound f'rom 11axwell r s equations. 1ne propagation 
constant f'or a plane ,:~ave traveling in a lossy medium 
. . ~\ 
(II-3) 
where 
LV is the radian .frequency of' the signal 
JJ.,. is medium permeability 
~ is the medium conductivity 
€ is the medium permittivity 
The conductivity and permittivity can be written in 






N is the concentration o~ ~ree electrons 
e is the charge of one electron 
v is the electron-neutral particle collision 
.frequency 
w p is the tt cri tical 11 radian ~requcncy o~ 
the plasma 
E 0 is the permittivity o~ free space 
Equation (II-3) can now be rewritten as 
0= ~ -(~t [1-w~~~ ( l+j ;~nJj 1/1- (II-7) 
For low altitudes (0 to 50,000 ~eet) and operating 
frequencies below 10 GHz, the collision ~requency is 
large with respect to the operating ~requency 
( ).) > > W . ) and equation ( II-7) may be reduced to 
(II-8) 
As Silllling plane wave propagation as shown in Figure 
II-2, the electric field propagating through the plasma 
is given by 
(II-9) 
where 
E 0 ( j w) is the Fourier Transfor:m of the 
alectric field intensity of the 
incident w-ave at y == o. 
TI~e form of the signal after transmission through the 
plasma, Ez(t}, is then given by the inverse Fourier 
transform 
12 
oo -o~ jwt J Eo (Jw) e e d w (II-10) 2.TT 
-a:> 
If the input field is a rectangular pulse, the output 
may be shown to be 
dw (II-11) 
Finding the inverse transform of equation (II-11) 
presents a formidable problem. This integral can be 
evaluated by a numerical integration if desired. 
c. Truncated Fourier Series Method 
The Fourier Series approach lends itself to manual 
solution and may be described as 
(a) Approximate, to any desired degree of 
accuracy, the spectrum of the input signal 
by a truncated Fourier Series 
13 
(b) Operate on each discrete frequency terra 
of the series by the appropriate plasma 
operator for that frequency 
(c) Sum these components to form the modified 
output signal 
In general, a time function , f(t) can be approx-
imated by a time function fa(t) to any desired degree 
of accuracy, where fa(t) is given by a truncated 
Fourier series4 












Each te1~ of the Fourier Series can then be treated 
in straight forward fashion by operating on each dis-
crete frequency with the appropriate plasma transfer 
function for that frequency. ~Le output signal will 










Letting GUm correspond to the fundamental of' the 
repetition rate~ the Fourier Series version of equation 
(II-11) for ~ cycles of carrier is obtained 
. . c· .£.- rr (w .. ! Jz-w~) + .12. rr] ) • 
( j 2- We 5 1Yl u..>c. 
w '-'1- - (-w-c.--=-t::.__--2_~-w-~~-)-'2..,...---------
z. . z 1/z 
_ Q( w~.l..wm) ( 7) _ ( «P~~kw~)] .lJ'. . J( we. -f~wm) i; 
e (II-1.5) 
For convenience let W c = m Wm so that equation (II-1.5) 
can be written in terms of' the modulation frequency 
J <AlW'I ( wd:.h,.) t 
e (II-16) 
If the electron concentration is high such that 
"4-
Wp >> 1 
'))w., (m ±k) , equation (II-16) can be reduced to 
15 
h 
E 2 (t) ::: 2 
..f<.. :::: - 'V\ 
e (II-17) 
Since signi~icant dispersion occurs only when the 
electron concentration is large~ equation (II-17) can 
generally be used . 
As an example o~ the Fourier Series method, assume 
the following typical parameters 
N ::: 3.1 X 1020 electrons/meter3 
W 'M = 3.1~- X 109 radians/sec 
W e= 3 .14 X 1010 radians/sec 
)) = b X 1011 collisions/sec 
~ = l. nanosecond 
I 8 lT N '1' -
IZ. 
J O 
m - w e.. I wyn 1 o 
.f._ -Fe. I = W e 1' /~ n - 5 
Using a thin sheath air· plasma, let y: lo-3meters. 
16 
2.. 
Since UJ P >> 1 , equation ( II-l 7) may be used 
)) uJ.,_, (m:tk) 
V1 
flT(t) - 2 
--k=-n 
' ' g;.( f fl ' 1/z.. . 3 • 9( + r. ) tj ~-IT ( I 0 ) ( TrxJOtoiJ A-:v-.1 ) /0- + J Tr)( /0 . 10- . / ..... 
z-uJ 3-x to 8 Gx JO 
e 
For this case v ( t) has value only for k odd . Calcu-
lations carried out to the ninth harmonic are g iven in 
Appendix 1.. The transfer function is p lotted in 
Figure (II-3). Distortion of the approximated input 
waveform is shown in Figure ( II-L1.). 
In order to see the dispersion more easily for 
the various spectral multipliers listed, they can be 
normalized vJi th respect to the carrier (k.:::::: 0). The 
carrier itself vrill be attenuated by a f'actor 0.585 
and shifted with respect to free space by 30.6° (lead). 
The relative phase shi.ft constant for the lower .fre..:. 
quency components is progressively greater and the 
attenuation is progressively less. For the hich.er fre-
quency components the relative phase shi.f't constant is 
progressively smaller and attenuation is progressively 
higher. It should be noted, ho1;vever, that if' k is in-
l? 
/h e T raJ's -fer F ~ n c t Jo h (N orrrlc:r I /~-;.) e c.! ) 
f.4- f 
l.2 
{.0 t L~ 1.:.~ O.B 
I Hol O.G 1 
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creased until w: jvw (rnti~) is no longer large with 
r . rl) 
respect to 1, then attenuation would decrease w·ith 
frequency and the relative phase s h ift constant i·rould 
beg in to approach tl1at of free space. 
The transfer function multipliers (norma lized) , 
as listed in the appendix, are t h en used to m~ltiply 
the coefficients of each term and the approp riate rela-
tive phase shift added (or subtracted) from each term 
of the cosine series. The new cosine series can then 
be plotted and the answer obtained by a graphical sum-
mation of' the curves which correspond to the terms of 
the series . This was done for this exmaple in Figure 
(II-4). 
D. TI~e Method of Convolution 
Consider now the methods of finding the output 
waveform, given the input waveform and the plasma 
characteristics . If the weighting function W (I) can 
be .f'onnd f'or the plasma in the f'requency range of 
interest, the output wavefol"lil ·can be found by convol-
ution of the v-reighting function \IJ ("'j"~ ru.J.d the input signal 
ttrz. (t) 
to f \N ( f) flT, (t-T) elf (II-18) 
0 
20 
It is usually very diff icult t o ob t ain \v( l ) in oxact 
form. If a simple approximation can be found for vl(i ) 
and if the input waveform is simple, this method would 
appear t o be useful. 
E. Tll.e Simulation Net"tvork Method 
Since the transfer function of the plasma H(j GU ) 
can be found in terms of certain plasma parameters , a 
simulation of H(jtu) for certain frequency ranges of 
interest is possible using simple R-L-C networks . 
For example, consider the transfer characteristics 
shmm in Figure (II-.5). Both o<. and j3 vary 'tvidely 
over the broad frequency range shmm. If the frequency 
range of interest is centered at 10 GHz with a 't-Jide 
band modulating signal present, the region of interest 
can be expanded as shown in Figure (II-6). It can be 
observed that in this region, attenuation increases 
v.rith frequency. Also , phase shift increases with fre-
quency at a decreasing rate. The use of a low pass 
filter operating beyond cutoff is suggested as a possible 
simulation network . fue phase shift desired for this 
particular plasma sheath varies from 2,52° to 3100 
between 6 and 14 GHz. To provide this range of phase 
shift, a network of four simple cascaded low pass 
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proper attenuation curve at the same time. Iteration 
between a best fit for p roper phase shift and best 
fit for the attenuation curve was required to obtain 
the desired degree of' accuracy. A netv-Jork of' f'our 
simple R-C type fil tors w·i th a cutoff' f'requency of' 
3 GHz gave the response shown by the dashed lines in 
Figure ( II-6). 
The simple low pass filter has the transfer func-
tion 
H ( j w) :: 1 (II-19) 1 + (J w ) 
t....Uc. 
the cascade of four identical filters then is given by 
4 
H (Jw) ) (II-20) 
where the magnitude of H(jtV) is 
(II-21) 
and the an g l e is 
( H (Jw) = -4 tC{ n - ' ( ~c:.) (II-22) 
Hhen the transi'er f'unction has been simulated to 
the desired accuracy, the filters can be constructed 
and an experimental investigation is possible in the 
laboratory or on the analog computer. Once again , 
hoHe vel"'lt o. closed form analytical solution 1..1.sing th:t s 
technique 1:-vould appear to be very di:ff'icul"c.. For nnn 
cascade LP f'il ters having a cutof':f frequency ( 2~__TT == We. ) 
the i'ollowing integral must be evaluated 
which is probably more dii'ficult than using the precise 
transfer f'unction of the plasma. It may be possible 
in certain cases, however, to simulate the plasma with 
a transfer f'unction that will provide a more reasonable 
integral. 
III HICROlvAVE PULSE 11BREAKDotVN 11 AT LOl·J ALTITUDE 
A. General 
For relatively large transmitted power levels, 
(generally 10,000 vJatts or more) a low altitude plasma 
sheath can be signi~icantly altered by the electromag-
netic wave passing through or attempting to pass 
through the sheath. At low altitude, .for lovr to inter-
mediate transmitted power levels~ the avalanche type 
build up o:f electrons does not occur. 11Breakdown 11 is 
probably a misleading term and nnon-linear power e~.fects 11 
would be pre:ferable te~1inology when re.ferring to this 
low altitude phenomenon. 
At lo"t..J altitude the .follm-ving assumptions are 
generally valid: 
(a) Electron-neutral particle collision frequency 
is high "(,..Ji th respect to electromagnetic wave 
frequency 
(b) Many collisions occur during the length of 
one electromagnetic pulse 
(c) Most of the energy suplied to the plasma 
medium is transformed into total gas enthalpy 
by way o.f electron-neutral particle collisions 
Assumption (a) leads to a simpli.fication of the transfer 
~unction of the plasma. Assumptions (b) and (c) con-
cern the process ·uy 1-vhich enEn'"'gy is trans.formed f'rom 
electrmnagnetic t;o thermal energy and how the plasma 
medium reacts to the increased enersy level. 
Por J.O'tv nlt:i.t;ude, the eno r r,y transf'ormat:Lon ;t. s 
assumed to occur as i'ollm.Js: 
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(a) Free electrons already present in the 
thermal-plasma move in syn~athy with the 
electromagnetic .fields, thus increasing their 
energy levels 
(b) Frequent collisions oi' the electrons with 
neutral particles results in the increased 
energy being transferred to the total gas 
(c) Equilibrium is obtained in a time very short 
with respect to pulse length and the higher 
gas temperature is accompanied by an in-
creased free electron concentration 
(d) The higher electron concentration results 
in increased coupling to the electromagnetic 
wave 
This process leads to a non-linear build-up of the 
equilibrium free electron concentration 1vhich can be 
determined by the graphical methods described herein. 
B. Energy Exchange From The Electromagnetic Wave To 
The Plasma Medium 
Assume a transmitting antenna that l."adia tos a 
plane wave wh ich is incident on a plasma sheath as 
shown in Figure (II-2). Also assume a uniform arnpli-
·tude distribution ove r surface a rea ''An of' the plasma 
sheath . n l e energy den~i ty incident on the plasma 
sheath is then given by 
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E- S A t (III-1) · 
• It\ C. 
l.vhere 
Einc = incident energy 
S radia ted power density 
t time 
In terms of' incident power, equation (III-l) can 
be written as 
Pine =- SA 
If' P . is a function of' time 
lllC 
E. ; n c. (III-2) 
Some of' the incident pow·er will be transmitted and 
some reflected. The transmitted power is g iven by 
2 
p -c Y"ct hS == ( 1- rr ) 5 A (III-3) 
where 
r~ i s t he voltage r e f'lect i on coe.ff'icient 
At low altitude r'.,.... remains near zero until the elec-
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tron concentrat~on ihcreases well beyond the crit~cal 
concentration. 
A :further compl~cat~on is ~ntroduced if' P tra...'l'l is 
also a :function of' plasma co:nd.i tions. For examp:;..o , if' 
the antenna is detuned :from resonance, its input im-
pedance can be drastjcally altered. ~ne altered imped-
ance may mismatch the power source such that the power 
delivered to the antenna is significantly reduced . It 
is assumed, herein, that the antenna is isolated f'rom 
the power source such t hat Ptran is ~ndependent of' 
plasma conditions. 
Be:fore the plasma sheath is suf'f'~ciently altered 
to cause sign~f'icant ref'lected power, the energy 
absorbed by the medium is given by 
-2.o< d 
Ea b = SAc~ - e. ) At (III-4) 
1ne energy absorbed during one increment of' time can 
be written as 
-2.c>Zd 
S A(1 -e )~t (III-.5) 
Equation (III-.5) is the basis :for the graphical approach 
to the problem presented in this chapter. 
The attenuation constant can be :found in terms of' 
the plasma parameters as presen·t;ed previously in · 
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Chapter II. Repeating the propagation constant :for 
a plane wave traveling in any homogeneous medium 
2. • :2. 
o = J cup CT- w )A £ (III-6) 
~Lis can be written as 
1.. [ Wt> ].. ( • \) )] o 2 = -(~) 1- (--::;;-) 1 - j -w- (III-7) 
The electron-neutral particle collision frequency is 
given by Vincentell 
(III-8) 
If the collision :frequency is much higher than the 
radar operating :frequency, equation ( III-7) can be 
reduced to 
2. 
- ( 6 )~ [ 1-t j W t= J 0 - ):)(..l) (III-9) 
By definition 
o< = Re [o] (III-10) 
and 
[3 = IW) [-o] (III-ll) 
Equation ( III-10) provides the 11 o<. n f'or use in equa-
tion (III-5). It can be seen :from equation (III-5) 
that the amount o:f potv-er absorbed per unit thickness of' 
the plasma decreases as the wave propagates through. 
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It is therefore expected that breakdov-rn will occur near 
the antenna. 
C. Graphical Hethod o.f Solution 
~Le usual problem is expected to be one o~ ~ind­
ing the final conditions of' the plasma and its asso-
ciated attenuation, given t;he sheath thickness and 
initial temperature. Tne first step is to find the 
initial attenuation from Figure (III-1). The pulse 
length should.. be divided into nnn increments of' time 
(the numerical value of' nnn depends on the accuracy re-
quired). The initial attenuation and plasma thickness, 
along with the .first :~increment o~ energy in the pulse 
yields the first increment of' energy added to the plasma. 
The added energy results in a hisher gas temperature 
which can be extracted ~rom Figure (III-2). The higher 
temperature ean then be used to find a new equilibrium 
electron concentration and attenuation f'rom Figure 
(III-1). Ilhe process is repeated through all nnrr 
increments o~ time (or until the end of' the pulse). 
The graphical method is used since attenuation is a 
complex function o~ temperature as is equilibrium gas 
enthalpy. Two examples of' this method are given in 
Figures (III-3) and (III-4). The calculations are 
presented in Appendix 2. 
; 
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It should be noted that it b.cts been assur.10d that 
heat loss mechanisms are ine:f.foctive in removing heat 
f'rom tho illuminated region o:f the })lasma medimn. l}'.l.J.is 
is generally the c a ne for short pulse s but nay not be 
s. good o.pprox:i..:mn.tiorL :Col" long pulsOle. I f' heo:c loos 
mechanisms are included, they can be included in this 
graphical method by a modification of equation (III-5) 
to include the heat loss te~n or terms. 
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IV DISP ERSIVE DISTORTIO N IN A HIGH ALTITUDE AIH PL.l\ SM.A. 
A. General 
1'he approaches sugt:sested in Chapter II :for deter-
mining distort ion in a low altitude plasma are general 
and can be used a t high a ltitudes as "t•rell . Recall t hat 
these a pproaches were as :follows 
(a) The Inverse Trans:form l'lethod 
(b) ~le Truncated Fourier Series Method 
(c) The J:Jiethod of' Convolution 
(d) The S~ulation Network Method 
A simple approxima ti·on :for the trans:fer :function 
exi s ts at high altitude which makes all o:f the above 
methods easier to use . An even more straight :forward 
and convenient method will be designated herein as 
11 The Perfect 1~a·veguide IJiethod 11 , because of' the close 
transmission analogy that can be drawn . 
B. High Altitude App roximations 
The general :form of' the plasma transfer :function 
is given in equation (II-7) . For high altitude , the 
rada r operating :frequency is of'ten quite large as com-
pared to collision :frequency. That is, u.;jv /' > 1 • 
If' this approximation is used, the plasma propagation 
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constant reduces to 
2. , . ... 2. ) '12. ( U) p - '-"-' {IV-l) 
c 
A Hard of' caution :i.s in order before usine this app'rox-
imation for the purpose of' calculating dispersion Hhere 
UJ is near wp. ~me value of' ( w/v) should also be 
large with respect to the inverse of the b andNidth of' • 
the information carrying signal expressed in percentage. 
TI1inking of' the plasma in terms of' a high pass filter, 
the ratio ( WI')) ) determines the slope of' the f'il ter. 
If' the spectral bandwidth of' the informa tion carrying 
signal is of' the same order of magnitude as the slope 
of' the f'ilter, the filter doos not have a relatively 
sharp cutoff. Tneref'ore, the simplification given in 
equation (IV-l) cann~t be used. Instead, the methods 
to be used are those as outlined in Section II . 
A plasma at 250,000 f'eet and a carrier frequency 
at 10 GHz will provide an ( W /)) ) of near 1000. If' 
one microsecond pulses are being transmitted, the 
inf'orma t i on bandir.J·iath (a s a p e r centage of' the carrier 
frequency) is lO% or O.l. 1 Theref'ore, ( u..:>/'0 ) >? BW<%) 
and the cutoff' appears to be quite sharp. 
Equation (IV-l) indicates that propagation through 
a plasma having this transf er function is analogous to 
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propagation through a lossless waveguide. If' W is 
greater than Wp, t.i.J.e wave passes through the medium 
una ttenua ted (after entering the medium). lJ.1J.J.e percent:;-
a g e o:C p ovre r entering the medium, compared to that 
incident on the medi"lun, hovrever, decreases as w 
approaches wp. If' cup is much greater than <...0 , the 
wave is rapidly attenuated and encounters essentially no 
phase shift . 
If' the plasma is quite dense, it may be such that 
u.; p is greater than u..> ±. k wm where .-!2..- GVv-, covers the 
significant spectral band of' the information being trans-
m.itted. In this case equation (IV-1) can be simplified 
once again to hield 
v -0 . - (IV-2) 
Equation (IV-2) states that attenuation is not; f'req-
uency sensitive, therefore, this case is not of' interest 
here .. Nor is the case of' UJ large with respect to 
(f'ree space). Of interest are those cases where vu 
spans W such that some of' the information in the p 
frequency spectrum is chopped of'f' and lost. 
c. Perfect Wave p;uide Nethod o:f Solution 
U) 
I:f the plasma sheath is not extremely thin (that 
is 10-5 m.et;ers or less) , the plasma sheath is analo-
gous to a long , lossless waveguide o If' the plasma 
p 
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sheath is extremely thin, the same method can be used 
except ·that inf'orma tion in the spectrum that .falls belm-v 
cuto.f.f should not be eliminated but attenuated as given 
by equation (IV-2). 
1 
. rh.e plasma trans:fer :function f'or tJ....) /' W p becomos 
I 
H ( JW) (IV-3) 
.for w 
"2.. -:t.. 1/z 
_ [ {Wb ~ W ) J q 
(IV-4) H (Jw) e 
The impedance of' the plasma medium, assuming homogen-
uity and anisotropy, is given by 
. 
i1 o J W )-{o 0 (IV-5) 
1rJhere 
yt 0 is the intrinsic impedance of' the medium 
Substituting the high al tj. tude approximation f'or o ~ 
equation (IV-5) becomes 
. 
J W Mo C (IV-6) 
From equation (IV-6) the intrinsic impedance of' the 
mediurr1 goes to inf'inity '\.·Jhen w = Wp,. Therefore an , 
eletromagnetic 1-rave incident on the mediurn 1rJould be 
entire l y reElected. 
Infi ni ty :::•t ·t his c l n gle p oint ~u1.d r c s on nnco i c ox t r·omel·y 
sharp ~s shown in Figure (IV-1). 
If' the plasma cover is in the f'orm of' a t h i.n 
sheath, tho ef'f'ect ive impedance of the plasma medi um 
peaks up even more sharply at resonance. 'l'he thick-
ness of' the plasma cover enters into the calculation 
as given below. From Johnson5 
where 
Y( is the 
l{ o is the 
11-t= is the 
d is the 
0 is the 
d i s the 
t? f + l?.o ta h h o d 
Y{o + t(f t ~ V1 h 0 vl 
medium input imp edance 
medium intrinsic impedance 
free s p ace impedance 
plasma layer thickness 
propagation constant 
medium tb.ic1me ss 
This can also be written for convenience as 
f( -f [ 1 + (~) t a Y\ h o ol] 
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To shmoT the ef'f'ect of' thicl:::ncss on ref'lection coef'f'i-
cient, equation (IV-8) in combination vJ'ith 
r-r l 
I r- I 
has been plotted as shm-rn in Figure (IV-2) .. 
( -,-·;-: .. -_ ) 
\ -.~ ..... - '/ 
As the electron concentration increases well above 
plasma resonance , o can be reduced as shown in equation 
(IV-2) and equation (IV-8) becomes 
(IV-10) 
From this it can be seen that as tanh ( Wp d / C ) 
approaches one ~ the medium becomes purely reactive 
(inductive) and all energy is once again ref'lected. It 
is interesting to note, no1.-tever, that this rnay occur 
well above plasma resonance . Tr~is is mentioned as a 
matter of' interest only, since dispersion does not 
o c cur 1.-rhen w p > > w • 
For a thin, high altitude plasma, cutof'f' may well 
be sharp enoush that part of' the inf'ormation in the 
signal 1-vill go unattenuated and unx•ef'lected, 'tvhile the 
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be almost comp letely attenuat ed . 
!J..1'le me t hod o :f s olution i s s}.-,o~Jn pictorially in 
Figui"os C;~V-- 3) and (IV- l.j. ) .. It is G. simplifi e d J. or !';l o:f 
(a) Given the input i.rJ·ave:for-.m., approximate it to 
any desired de g ree o:f accuracy using a trun-
cated Fourier Series 
(b) Plot the :frequency spectrum o:f the approxi-
mated input wave:for.m 
(c) El iminate that portion of' the spectnrn1 
bel01rJ U,.) r 
(d) Plot the remaining components a.s :functions 
o:f time (or plot the original wave:form minus 
the eliminated componen ts) to :find the modi-
:fied waveform 
D. Dispersion in the Ionosphere 
Tb.e ionosphere is the extreme example o:f ·the · high 
altitude case . The high altitude approximation :for 
the propagation constant can, there:fore, be used with 
very good accuracy. From Section (IV-B) , equation 
















In the ~onosphere, free electrons exist naturally. 
Th"? f'ree electron concentration versus altitude pro.f~le 
varies from night to day, month to month and year to 
year in certain cyclical patterns. 'lne maxj_rnum conccn-
tration occul'"'S roughly at 200 kilometers. The plasma 
resonant f'requency varies w~dely but is generally belcH 
20 mHz. In th~s s~tuat~on ~t ~s obvious that no sig-
nificant dispers~on, to a 100 ~iz or above signal , would 
occur through a t h in plasma sheath. Communication over 
a large di s tance, hm...rever, (such as spacecraft to 
spacecra:ft cornmun~cation) is subject to dispersion .. 
For UJ ? GOp eq~ation (IV-ll) can be written as 
'~\. . 
f3 (IV-12) 
The rate of change o:f the phase shift constant with 
respect to radian frequency ("t,rhich is a measure of' 
dispersion) is given by 
(IV-13) 
where 
(3 f' is the phase shif't constant of' f'ree 
space 
The amount o:f phase shif't over a band o:f frequencies 
relative to f'ree space is t~hen given by 
(IV-l4) 
Hhere 
~ is the dispersive phase shif't per meter 
over some information band of' frequencies 
!!. (3;,. is the phase shif't per meter over the 
same band or f requencies while propa-
gating through the ionosphere 
Substituting equation (IV-13) into equation (IV-14) 
and :multiplying by the co:rn.munication dista._Dce (d), 
(IV-1.5) 
As an example , consider a spacecraft to space-
cra:ft communication under the f'o11oHing ·conditions 
Let 
uu = 1000 X 106 radians/second 
uUp = 100 X 106 radians/second 
Wf.c =l0/3 
lJ. w ::: 10 X 106 radians/ second 
d = 30,000 meters 
vJhere 
!J.W is the bandvJidth o:f the information 
carrying sis na1 
d is the spacing between spacecra:fts 
Using equation (IV-l5) the dispersion across the in.f'or-
mation band1.,,rid th is 286 °. 
A di spersion such as this would likely c ause 
trouble at the rece i v er unless a compliment:ary disp er-
sive network were used to reestabl:l.sh the original .f'orm 
of' tho signal .. 
V . MICROWAVE PULSE BREAKDOvJN AT HIGH ALTITUDE 
A. General 
-
Above 150~000 f'eet~ it cannot generally be assumed 
that the gas relaxation time is short with respect to 
the length of' one elec"bromagnetic pulse. Theref'ore~ 
the method used in Section III is not applicable. High 
altitude breakdo~r.n also dif'f'ers f'rom the low altitude 
case in that the energy gained f'rom the f'ield by f'ree 
electrons is given up primarily by ionizing collisions. 
Breakdown~ theref'ore~ is an accumulation of' electrons 
by avalanche ionization phenomena. The method used in 
this chapter is primarily that of' Sanf'ord c. Brownl, 
except that it is extended to cover a single nshortn 
electromagnetic pulse. 
The rate of' f'ree electron build up is sensitive 
to both electric f'ield intensity and particle spacing. 
When gas pressure is high, the electron does not have 
f'ar in which to travel to acquire energy~ and the f'ield 
strength must be great if' the electron is to ionize 
a closely neighboring neutral particle. As pressure 
decreases (particle spacing increases), less f'ield 
intensity . is requir·ed to provide suf'f'icient energy to 
the electron to cause ionization. When the pressure is 
decreased still more, particle spacing becomes rela-
.. , 
tively sreat, and, even though the electron can acquire 
rel;c-l. ·ci vely large energy before impact 3 the .f'requency of 
impacts is decreased, so that an increase in field is 
o.gain required to initia te breakdo-vJn. Tl1.eref'ore, a 
critical pressure region exists for which some minimum 
:field intensity "t-Jill cause breakdown. HacDonald 9 shows 
that the "crit~icaln pressure region , generally, occurs 
near 150,000 f'eet or belm.;r :for mi crowave :frequencies 
in t h e 3 GHz to 30 GHz s p ectru:m. Above this altitude 
increased .f'ield intensity is required to cause break-
down because of: :fewer impacts and h i gher dif'f'usion 
rates.. Below this altitude r an ge higher fields are 
requi red to overcome increased attachment rates and 
lesser electron velocity at impact. 
~~en the r a te of' generation of free electrons ex-
ceeds the loss of' f'ree electrons , by the various loss 
me chan isms, eventually the elec tron concentration will 
become large enough ·t:;o cause serious attenuation and 
reflection. In this aititude region, severe attenua-
tion occurs 't-Jhen the e lectron concentration reaches the 
rrcriticaltt concentration. At this concentration, .free 
electrons move beyond their shield~ .formed by neigh-
boring ions, and resonance occurs in 1. .rhich the electrons 
move i n sympathy 1:-Ji th the electric .field. This causes 
the medium t o respond macroscopically in resonance 't-Ji th 
::' 
the olectromac;n.otic W"'o..ve .. The resonance is depressed _, 
hoHever _, by collisions . 1J.-r-1.e co}.lisions act :tn a s :>;i -
lar maru1.c:r to cond-...lctance aero 8 s a paral J_ e l t1.:nsd c ~:_ l.,-
2 co e rn -F'r ,.,. .,_ 
.,..., ;; .I . . ) .J. l ~..! \ ,, v 
becomes opaque Hhen the critical concentr•ation is 
reached because of' the lm·r collision f'requency . 
B. Conditions f'or Breakdm·Jn 
For pulse vJidths that are quite short , the r a te of' 
electron generation must be ·much lare;er than electron 
loss , in order f'or the critical concentration to be 
reached within the duration of' one pulse . At the oppo-
site extreme , elect ron generation must exceed losses 
only very slight ly f'or CH breakdown to occur. 
The electron loss mechanisms are: (a) dif':fusion, 
(b) -a ttacbrnen t , (c) re con1bina tion, and (d) c onve ction 
(if' present). L . high altitude rc:gions, di:ff'usion 
tends to become dominant . The electron generation 
mechanisms include; (a) electric f'ield , (b) statisti-
cal , temperature dependent , high velocity col lisions , 
and ( c) external ( cosmic or radioactive) ionizations . 
The runbie nt electron concentration will be deter.rirl.ned, 
in general, by (b) and the electron build-up during 
the course of' one pulse will be determined by (a) . 
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N is electron concentra tion (as a :function 
of' time ) 
e~ is the ionization rate in units 0~ ion-
izations/electron/sec 
Bd is the dif'f·usion rate in units of' secs-1 
T'nis equation 1 .. rould apply :for CTtl of' :for short pulses 
where di.f.:fusion is the only electron loss mechanism. 
c . Tne Ionization Coef'f'i cient 
According to Brm·rn1 , in the pressure region of' 
interest here, most oi' the pm·rer dissipated in the 
plas:ma sheath is used in ionizing collis i ons. 1nis can 
be expressed as 
(V-2 ) 
1-vhere 
))~ is the number oi' ions .:formed per second 
per cubic meter 
Pa b is the pm·Jer absorbed by the pl8.sma in 
terms of joules per second 
,...., 
., 
l> is the ionization potential or the 38.8 
( in joules per ionization ) 
V is the vol1.une in cubic meters 
Prom Brownl 3 this may also be :.r:i.'"'i tten as 
-- =- (V-?· ) 
The ionization coefficient ( /) ...<.. ) can be 1rJri"t;ten as 
( ')),;.. /N) 1:vhere N is the electron concentration at tirne 
(t) . From equation (V-3) 
Ret;urning to equation (V-1) and integrating 
B.l_; - /dd (-£) 
or 
where 
(Nf) is the fina l electron concentration 




Using equation (V-5) and substituting :from equation 
(V-LL) yields 
I f!. -! i\ I I" (1':/ r . I , 1 , , 
I , ~ r / 
/ I - -
'""' 
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Neglecting the diffusion t erm :for t;he moment and assum-
ing that UJ > > ')) , the ionization coe:ff'icient c:a.n be 
1-rri tten as 
(V-8) c.:; _ __, 
( :, V'rl C-U -
EvcLlU3tine; the physical constants, 
(V-9) 
This equation is plotted in Figure (V-l) . 
D. Experiments in Pulse BreakdoHn 
P . P. Keenan? has provided experimental data on 
short pulse breakdm.-vn at high altitudes. I:f the dif'f'u-
sion rate f3 d f'or Keenan r s experiment 1"rere knm-m , a 
check could be made on the validity of' equation (V-7). 
In Section E of' this chapter an equation is derived 
f'or (3 d 'tvhich is used ;;-J·ith equation (V-7) to yield 
(V-18). The only parameter still unlcnm-m is the ef'f'ec-
\\ II 
t:;ive dif'f'usion length d . It is o:f interest ho-vrever _, 
to solve equation (V-1 8) using the data .f'rom some point 
'\ , 
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Electr-ic. F;eJd Stv-en9th (Volts/me.te..r) 
obta:incd. Using the point indicated in Figure (V-2) 
the following data is extractedo 
Pressure: 0 .. 7 11m1 Hg (Alt::itude 160_,000 .feet) 
Breakdown Voltage: 2 .,~-3 X 105 volts/m 
Frequency: 9 ~ 170 NHz (N ::::: 10l8 e/m3) p 
Pu~se Length: 0.37 X 10-6 
,, v 
Equation ( V-J_8) yields a value of 2 em :for d which 
w·ould appear to be somm..Jhat short for Keenan t s radome 
covered electromagnetic horn, but this ans-v,:rer is be-
lieved to be reasonable although it is dif.:t .... icul t to 
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predict the .f'ield configuration external to 'Che radome 
Ct·Jhich appears to be about 6 inches in diameter). 
Keenan has also shown pulse distortion ·Hhich 
occurs when the critical electron concentration is 
reached be.f'ore the end of one pulse length. A further 
::· 
.:~\ 
increase in field strength, above that ·t-rhich is needed 
.f'or threshold breakdovJn, results in an effective short-
ening of the pulse as shovJn in Figure (V-3) ~ 
E . Electron Loss Fi:echanisms 
Free electrons can be lost .from the local area of 
interest in :four v.rays: (a) dj_.f'.fusion, (b) attachment, 
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is relatively sloH Hhen tho ion concontrn ·:-:'_on only 
a very small fraction of the total populat~on of gas 
species because electron-ion collision f'i:•eQuEmc:y :I.s 
Electrons can also attach to neutral particles 
i'orminc negative ions ., I-t is gene:;. .... ally believed that 
a tltird particle must also be involved in the impact 
so that both momentum B.r.. :. energy can be conserved .. 
Attachment phenomena can be important as a loss mech-
anisrn in some cases. For exam.ple 3 if' SF6 is mixed 
N"i th the air-plasma, f'or gas temperatures in the 
range of' 3000° to 2.j_000° K, the fluorine atoms readily 
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attach to an electron. Tnis suc;gests the possible use 
of' a fluorine additive to an air-plasma ·t;o increase 
the i'ield strene;th required f'or brealcdm·m. For an air-
plasma at high altitude, attac:h::cJ.ent is generally not a 
rapid enoueh loss mechanism to be ef'f'ecti ve., especially 
f'oT' ver:"J short electromagnetic pulses. I·1acDonald9 
expresses attachment rate f'or air as 
1-·rhere 
-{;;, 
4 X J O l) (V-10) 
)) is the electron-neutral coJ_lision frequency 
Subs-'ci tuting the pressure temperature relationship f'or )) 
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= 5 .. 2 X (V-ll) 
Frc o oloctron dif':fus:i. on,l) f'rom tho broal:dol>Jn reGion, 
is normally ·the controlling electron loss mechanism at 
high altitude .. 'lne dif'f'usion J :) ss coef'f'icient may be 




D is the dif':Lusion constant 
1\. is the dif'f'usion length 
For inf'ini t e parallel plates, Chmm2 has sho't·rn the 
dif'f'usion length (./\.) to be equal to d/-rr, vrhere (d) 




~ is the mean f'ree path 




The coJ.lision frequency is given by Vincentell as 
o.S I 0 f_ p . 
I , 3 X I 0 (""["~- ) -,-1 (V-15) 
'lne moan .free pn. th is given by I-iillman10 as 
- 7 
x = S:25 >< 1 0 ( Po ) \ p (V-16) 
SubstitutinG equation (V-16) ~nd equat ion (V-15) into 
equation (V-14), the dif'.fusion coefficient is eiven by 
(V-17) 
F. .Arnbipolar Dif'f'us ion 
Hhitmer and NacDonald have shown that after break-
doim has occured, dif'f'usion becomes 11 am.bipolarn, re-
ducing the dif'.fusion rate o TI~e ions present counteract 
the rapid electron diffusion. The ions di.f.fuse also, 
of' course, but at a much slol,rer rate because of' their 
larger :mass and lesser mobility. l·l'nen .fully nambipolarn, 
::' 
·' the dif'f'usion rate o:f ele ctro:.1s is sloHed ·oy a .factor of' 
about l.~O. It can be seen , then, that less po1rrer is 
required to sustain breakdol~~ than to initiate it. 
If' the initial temperature o.f the gas is hi@~, a 
relatively large nQ~ber of' electrons and ions are al-
ready present .. Therefore, .for a thermal air-plasma, it 
H:Ll.l assu:m.ed thnt dii'f'usion is ambi-oolar. J, 
Returning to equation (V-7) and substitutinG 
cquc~ tion ( V-l7) :for f3 c; 
0,.£' 
=(} ) / h ( ~c ) ( V-18) 
Let the le:ft side of' equation (V-18) be equ~•.l ·to cp 
then 
(V-19) 
At altitudes above 150,000 .:feet, and operating frequen-
cies of' l. 0 GHz or above, W > / ")) , there:fore, cP can 
be written as 
ez. l) £2 
fi }'Y) w 2. 
o. 0 I I 7 (1#- ) T 
(40 ) d 2 
o.s 
(V-20) 
It is clear that :for breakdm,m ¢ must be posi ·tive. 
The rirst teP-m or equation (V-20) must exceed the 
second.. For C~'l breakdo':...Jn, hm-rever, the di.f'f'el.,ence can 
be very small. The ref' ore , to find the bl.,eakdo-vrn :field 
intens1ty set cP = 0 and E can be .found in terms o:f' the 
rer.1aining p&rarneters .. 
VI COlT CLUSI Ol\TS 
A closed form solution for dispersive distortion 
f'or the g eneral plasma a nd general inpu ·;.:. vJ8.V0:L'or·:t;1 ::_ s 
extx•o:moly c on:plG.)x. c~nd too cu:mbercomo f'o r :m::~nuc~l ::-~ olu-
Tl.J.e simpli:Lica tions of' the plasma trans.fer :f·Lmc-
tion for both high and low altitude cases are helpf'u l 
but n ot su.f:ficient to significantly reduce the complex-
ity of' the prob lem. Approximate solutions are possible, 
hm-rever_, that can be accomplished mc:.nually such as the 
nFourior Se r ies l':ethod :r at lol·T altitude and t h e nPer.f'ect 
vJ'aveguide He thodn at high altitude. Labora tol'"'Y exper-
imental solu·'cions a re also practical and this appears 
to be the best approach if' :facilities are available. 
LoH al ti t~de non-linear p o"L-Jer response distortion 
(breakdown) is possible f'or high energy micro1rrave 
p ulses into a plasma l ayero A g raphical metho d of' sol-
u ti on is derived :for the solution o f' t.his type problem 
which is one of' amb i ent free electron concentration 
build-up caused by t he conversion o.f electromagne t ic 
ene r g y to hea t e nergy in the p l a sma shea~h . 
::' 
. \ 
Breakd01:-Jn at high altitude is an avalanche elec-
tron build - up effe c t and is subject to analysis by 
conven tional r.1ethods based on the use of' the ionization 
rate coefri c i ent and t h e a ppropriate d i.f'Eusion rate 
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coerf:l. c:i.ent. High altitude brer.t.l:doHn is di.f:f.'usion 
controlled and con occur at moderate pot.v·er density 
levels at critical altitudes. If' at these • -1 • same crlCl-
cal altitudes thePe is breaL:dm·Jn enhancen1ont due to o. 
p lasma (an al::•o o.dy hi13h ambient free e J.e ctron concon-
tration leve'l) , dif'rusion is ambipolar and even less 
pot·Jer density is required to cause breakdown. 
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Example Problem Calculations-Dispersive Distortion 
n1.e examp le problem in Section II-G involves the 
transfer function 
H (J w) 
Su b stituting the parameters of' the example pro"lJ lem.9 
t his can be writ ten 
For the first 9 har-.m6nics, this equation reduces as 
shm-rn belo"ll-r 
( k ::: -9 ) H(-9) 0 . 8L~ D( _9 ) e 
j ( e ( _9 ) -9.7°) 
(k:::: -7) H(-7) 0.75 D(-7 ) e 
j(e (_71 -16 . 6°) 
(k:::-5) H(-5) = 0.69 D( - 5 ) e 
j( e (-5 )-21 . 5°) 
(k:: -3) H(-3) = 0 ., 6L~ D(-3) 
e j ( e ( _ 3 ) -25.5°) 
(k-::-l) H(-1) 0 . 605 D(-1) 0 
j c e C- 1 ) -28.7°) 
(k :::: 0) H(O) == o.sss D(o) 
j( e 0 -3o . 6°) 
e 
(k =. l ) 
(k = 3 ) 
(k = 5) 
' k = 7) 
(k = 9) 
j(e 1 - 32 .. 2°) 
e 
. ) 37 cO ' 
, . ...~- c / , 
:;;; 
j ( e 7-L!.O .. 0°) 
e 
The normalized transfer functions .for the same first 
9 harmonics are as follo1...rs 
(k = -9) 
(k=-7) I-1( - 7 ):::: 1 .,28 D(-7 ) 
(k = -5) 
(k:::::-3 ) 
(k = -1 ) 
(k = 0) H(O) = l .. OO D (O) e 
(k ::;:. 1 ) 
j (3 W111t + 5 ., 1 °) 
e 
j ( W m t + 2 .. 9°) 
e 
j(O) 
(k 3) H3 0 .. 925 D3 
j ( 3 UJ rat-3 .. 9 ° ) 
e 
(l{ = s) H_s 0 .. 872 D5 e j (5 wr;}b-6. 9°) 
j(7W t-9 .. L~0 ) (k 7) H - 0 .. 850 D7 e m 7 -
(k = 9 ) }~ 0 " 825 D9 
j (9wm t-11 ~~-0 ) 
e 
Equation (II-15) can be r:1Ultiplied. by a uni~c 
cosine functj_ on (X 2 ) so that the carrier ( w c) -cex-ms 
can be eliminated a n d t h e spectr1..1..c'11 can b e shii'ted 8.n d 
centered at the origi n rather than about ( u...J c)• 1he 
pulse train can then ~be wri t ten as a cosine series 
such as 
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+-L- C. OS 5W t \. - -1- C..OS-1 <.Vm~ \ - __ L- G O$ 7W....,-'..: t' 
S"1T m _1!: .. ::::-s 7 rr 1 .o~ ·= -n -rn 1'<-== -1 
v-rhere the multiplier of each cos term is Dk .. 
Appendix 2 
Example Problem Calculations-Power Breakdown 
Using t i.1e procedu :ee out l ined in Section I I I - C, 
tv .. ro s2.mp l 2: p roblcr:1s h a ve bee n cc~J. cula.ted to sl"1o1r:r J_oH 
n1 t:L t ude i:rav e i'o r m di s tortion c ::.1.u scd b y non-l i n ear 
absorption .. 
Examp le 1: 
P 106 Hatts ( i nput) 
A lo-4 met e rs2 
d 10- 4 met ers 
4 t lo-7 se conds 
1' - 1 0- 6 seconds 
T LJ_000° K 0 
H 9 . 5 X 106 j oule s/m3 · (from Figure I I I -2 ) 
0 
Example 2: 




'I' - 4 x 10-6 .. 
. ·~ .. 
T 0 5 o ooo K 
H ::.: 
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